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For job seekers looking to gain employment in a Canadian library, this is the number one spot to check. Advertising everything from Library Assistants to CEOs and everything in between, the site is used by most libraries in Canada (and beyond) to advertise their openings. While the vast majority of jobs are located in Canada, occasionally other countries use it as well – at the time of this review, an Associate Dean position in the US was posted. The site has a clean, simple look and jobs are searchable by library type (including academic); country; province/state, city, organization name, or keyword. A helpful FAQ is provided for both employers and job seekers using the site.

One of the best features of this site is the ability to create an account and automatically receive emails when new jobs are added to the site; unfortunately, no criteria is attached to these emails, so you could receive job ads which are not relevant to your search. It is very simple to turn the email notifications on or off at will. The site (and the subscription) is completely free to job seekers; employers pay a nominal fee for their postings.

At the time of this review, there were 63 jobs posted on this site representing the wide range of employment available to all types of library professionals, from one end of the country to the other.
In short: If you’re looking for a job in Canada, this website will be a key tool to use in your search.

Highly Recommended.
